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France and Germany launch millimetre radio telescope 
project: The final go-ahead of the joint Franco-German 
millimetre radio telescope project was announced by Dr 
Kjell Johnson at the Rome meeting of the European 
Physical Society on 26 March. Conceived in 1973 the project 
was approved by the Centre National de Ia Recherche 
Scientifique (CNRS) and the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft zur 
Forderung der Wissenschaften (MPG) at the end of last 
year. CNRS and MPG will share the initial construction 
expenses of 160mFF equally with much of the MPG con
tribution coming from the Volkswagen Foundation. The 
facility will consist of a single fully steerable 30 m dish 
located at an altitude of 3,000 m in the Sierra Nevada in 
the south of Spain near Granada and an interferometer 
of three 12-15 m fully steerable and moveable antennae 
with a baseline of 1.5 km x 0.8 km located at 2,500 m in 
the Plateau de Bure near Grenoble. In exchange for 
offering a site and a local headquarters in Granada, Spanish 
astronomers will get about !0% observation time at both 
observatories. The main office of the Institut de Radio
astronomic Millimetrique (IRAM) in Grenoble will house 
20-25 people by the end of 1979. The construction order 
for the large dish is ready to be placed and design of the 
interferometer is in the initial stage with the dish expected 
to be operational in 1982 and the interferometer in 1986. 
Millimetre range astronomy covers cold thermal sources 
(a !Oo blackbody peaks at 1 mm wavelength) including 
planets, asteroids, and dense interstellar molecular dust 
clouds. 

Costs may boost UK energy conservation: An inter
Departmental report by officials under the chairmanship 
of the Department of Energy declares that higher prices 
will "provide scope for considerable further savings" as 
the price of oil in particular is expected to double by the 
end of the century. Higher prices form a principal part of 
the government's recommended strategy and it stresses 
that economic energy pricings should "reinforce con
servation measures and not work against them." This is 
believed to be a reference to the relatively low price of 
petrol in the UK which many politicians would like to 
see raised. A Department of Energy spokesperson said 
that "the Government should not take measures to cut fuel 
prices." Other measures in the government's strategy 
include: information; "a good example from Government"; 
and specialised advice and training. Research and develop
ment, expected to rise to £30m per year, is believed to be 
adequately funded at present. There are to be no mandatory 
controls on industry, which consumes the largest share 
(39 % ) of the UK's energy budget. The large energy users 
(50% of industrial energy is consumed by 14 firms and 
70% by less than 200 firms) are believed to have an incentive 
to save energy voluntarily and the report argues that 
"mandatory measures would increase the burden on 
industry and would operate against the immediate need 
to increase industrial efficiency and competitiveness." 
Energy Conservation: scope for new measures and long 
term strategy. Energy Paper Number 33. HMSO. £2. 

Europe moves further towards independent space capability: 
The remote sensing board of the European Space Agency 
(ESA) approved, on 15 March, the start of a remote 
sensing preparatory programme to develop the technological 
systems necessary to monitor both land and ocean surfaces. 
The preparatory programme will be for two years with the 
sizeable budget of nine million accounting units. (The 1979 
ESA budget is 573 MAU with large individual programmes 
such as Exosat and the space telescope costing 25 MAU 
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and 15 MAU respectively.) Denmark, France, Italy, 
Netherlands, Sweden, and the UK have already subscribed 
and other member states are expected to join shortly. The 
programme will depend heavily on independent national 
development programmes as well, such as the multi-mission 
platform being developed in France and the synthetic 
aperture radar system being developed in Germany, both 
of which are being prepared for use in Spacelab flights in 
1983. 

Moscow Radio criticises US scientists: US scientists 
participating in the growing "SOS" (Scientists for Orlov 
and Shcharanskii) campaign has been severely censured by 
Moscow Radio's English-language service to North 
America. The 2,000 or so signatories of the SOS protest 
pledge themselves to refrain from taking part in certain 
specific forms of exchange programme with the Soviet 
Union until Orlov and Shcharanskii are released and 
cleared of the charges of anti-Soviet activity for which they 
were sentenced last year. 

According to Moscow Radio, the SOS participants are 
misinformed and chauvinistic-the latter term since they 
are acting on the "assumption that only the Soviet Union 
will suffer" from such severance of ties. The commentator 
stated that, on the contrary, research from Tokamak and 
"many other achievements of Soviet science" are used in 
US laboratories, and that in any case, all blockades
political, economic and diplomatic- of the Soviet Union 
have failed in the past. This broadcast took place on the 
same day that a group in Britain announced the formation 
of a "Lerner Circle" to campaign for Aleksandr Lerner, 
the cyberneticist and a "refusnik" of eight-year's standing 
to be granted an emigration visa. Among the founding 
members of the "circle" are Max Perutz, Nevill Mott and 
Rodney Porter. 

US to increase scientific cooperation with Brazil: The 
United States is to expand its scientific cooperation with 
Brazil as part of an effort to increase the relations between 
the two countries, Vice-President Walter Mondale said on 
a visit to the country's capital, Brasilia, last week. 

Mr Mondale said that the Brazilian president, General 
Joao Baptista Figueiredo, had accepted an invitation to 
send the president's science advisor, Dr Frank Press 
and a team of specialists to consult with Brazilian scientists 
on the form that this cooperation might take. 

Little was said during the Vice-President's visit of 
previous US criticism of Brazil's nuclear power pro
gramme, in particular its plan to import reprocessing 
facilities from West Germany as well as nuclear plants. 

New Windscale leak discovered: Borehole sampling in the 
vicinity of a temporary storage tank at British Nuclear 
Fuel Ltd's reprocessing plant at Windscale, Cumbria has 
shown a marked increase in radioactivity. The temporary 
storage tank holds highly active liquid wastes dissolved in 
nitric acid for concentration by evaporation after which 
the waste is transferred to highly active waste storage 
silos. A BNFL spokesman said that the activity in the 
borehole was I % of that in the temporary tank which in 
turn was 1 % of that in the highly active tanks but said that 
the precise level of activity was "unavailable." Borehole 
monitoring was initiated two years ago when 200 gallons 
per day of liquid waste was found seeping into the soil 
around one of the concrete storage silos. This leak has 
not been located but the area has been isolated and the 
radioactivity is believed to be retained in the soil, as tests 
of ground water have shown no increase in activity. 
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